Vocabulary List 2B - English 9

Directions: Part 1: Match the definition with the word by looking it up in the dictionary. Part 2: Put the word in a sentence without using the “Be Verbs”. The “Be Verbs” are - am, are, is, was, were, be, being, been. Your sentences MUST show that you know what the word means AND be 100% grammatically correct!

CIRCUM: around

11. circumvent: v.

12. circumspect: adj.

VINC / VICT: conquer

13. invincible: adj.

14. evict: v.

INTER: between / among

15. intercept: v.

16. interstate: adj.

17. interim: n. (as in "in the interim")

18. interdict: v.
ANTE: before

19. antecede: v.

20. antebellum: adj.

DEFINITIONS

A. before the war (especially the Civil War)
B. cannot be defeated; unstoppable
C. crossing state lines
D. the time between one thing and another
E. to forbid
F. to go around or bypass
G. to go before in time
H. to put a person from a property by legal process
I. to take something on the way from one place to another
J. watchful; cautious